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Type of Film: Team-Up Superhero / Action Thriller. Aim is to bust the block, hard, not squeeze golden 
statuettes from the academy.  
Casting Suggestions: 
 

- The Dark Council 
- Grand Master Telaris “Mav” Cantor: Handsome, middle-aged man with dark eyes, 

dark hair, and a manipulative charm. Scheming, but with an air of danger and strength. 
- The Pick: Johnny Depp  

- Deputy Grand Master Evant Taelyan: Short, muscular build with blonde hair. Should 
be able to easily project auras of hatred or simply a “broken” state. Good part for a 
relatively unknown actor.  

- The Pick: Charlie Carver 
- Prophet Howlader Taldyra: Older male, dark hair, not physically impressive, per say, 

but should be a center of comedic attention. Good part for a well-known actor who can 
easily bring a known personality to bear on the part. 

- The Pick: Jeff Goldblum 
- Herald James Lucius Entar: Older male, bald, erudite and inquisitive air. Another good 

part for a well known supporting actor. 
- The Pick: Mark Strong 

- Headmistress Ciera Tiernan Rothwell Tarantae: Mature woman with very dark hair 
and distinctive green eyes. Should have an arresting presence.  

- The Pick: Eva Green 
- Herald Selikah Roh: Younger woman with short-cut hair and a regal demeanor. Good 

part for a relatively unknown actress.  
- The Pick: Ginnifer Goodwin 

- Voice Idris Adenn: Roguish, conniving, handsome male with dark hair. Easy pick (even 
though he’s already acted in the Star Wars universe). 

- The Pick: Pedro Pascal 
- Fist Justinios Taldyra: Voice actor required for an animated CG character, capable of 

intellect, a quick, biting wit, and a distinct lack of emotion or empathy. Best to pick a 
seasoned voice actor.  

- The Pick: Seth Green 
- Justiciar Dacien Victae: Older male actor, showing their age, best picked for cutting 

irascibility and cold manners. Another easy pick.  
- The Pick: Hugh Laurie 

- Regent Atra Ventus: Muscular young man with dark, dark hair, capable of conveying 
menace and dispassionate violence. Good guest-star part.  

- The Pick: Henry Caville 
- The Collective: 

- Rath Oligard: Powerfully built older man with red hair and a menacing disposition. 
Good part for a lesser known supporting actor.  



- The Pick: Graham MacTavish 
- Captain Crimson: Female action star, capable of heroism and menace. Good part for a 

recognizable face.  
- The Pick: Gal Gadot 

- The Consuls: 
- Lucine Vasano: Red-haired young woman with a manipulative, conniving nature, but 

eventually good intentions. Good part for a strong, unknown actress.  
- The Pick: Zena Grey 

- Bentre Sadow: Younger, menacing actor with dark hair, good for a relatively unknown 
supporting actor.  

- The Pick: Richard Madden 
- Aura Tav’Ar: Younger actress with a mischievous air. Good part for a relatively 

unknown supporting actress.  
- The Pick: Kaya Scodelario 

- Ronovi Tavisaen: Older actress. Physical requirements for the part necessitate someone 
taller than average. 

- The Pick: Ireland Baldwin 
Film Description:  

 
Supported by the extensive filmography of the DBCU, Brotherhood: Hearth and Home is to be the 
seasonal capstone to a long, storied franchise, ending the fan-favorite “Collective War” phase and 
transitioning to a new and unknown plotline based upon material from DB: The New Force publications. 
Brotherhood: Heart and Home is designed to bring the Collective arc to a close in an explosive fashion, 
tying every loose end and satisfying every last, rumored question about the franchise, while racking in 
billions of dollars for the Mouse in the meantime.  
 
The plot of the movie will collectively focus around the interlocking storylines of each clan of the 
Brotherhood. These groups, many of them beloved for years by Brotherhood fans, each pack their own 
extensive casts of popular characters; but, the true power of Heart and Home, as in the prior Brotherhood 
films, is in the syncretic blending of these teams together. The blending of mischievous, good-natured 
Arconan scheming with the pure-hearted intentions of the Odanites, and the always enjoyable 
dark-humored lashing between Plagueians and Sadowans has entertained fans for years. That, and liberal 
amounts of inter-team romantic shipping.  
 
The theme of this film is Brotherhood. It is about finding, and protecting, a home that unites all of us. 
Even as it is an action movie, it is also a film about family, about unity, about the power of multiple 
voices joining together as one, in the face of hatred and death. Dark and Light, the Brotherhood must 
come together as one… or face the inevitability of fate.  
 
Merchandising!!!!: 
 
This is where the big-bucks are. Always has been. 
 



- The Lego Suite: Resurgent Class Star Destroyers. Models of Eos City and the Dark ascent and 
Ensolat Station. Collectible minifigures and fighters; the works. The money is in the small sets; 
the clout is in the big sets.  

- Action Figure Branding: While action figures don’t pack the billions that they used to, they still 
procure reliable millions from adult collectors, and those willing to keep plastic toys in cold 
storage to sell for thousands in the future. A good Hasbro contract will go a long way; bonus 
points for a secretive Idris Adenn figure with a jetpack that really does shoot rockets.  

- Introduce a cute animal and make plushies out of it, y’know: Self explanatory, really.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 


